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By Mark Lingane

Insync Holdings. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback.
280 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.5in. x 0.7in.What the critics are
saying: - Mark Lingane excels at characterisation, dialogue and
fast paced action. But he is just as good at tender romance and
volcanic passion. - An absolute page-turner that hooks you in
from the beginning. Once you pick it up, you will not put it down.
. . - theIndieTribe- A thrilling ride of a novel!- I was turning the
pages as fast as I could. . . Ellen Martinhas a soaring corporate
legal career in Chicagos powerhouse firm Cowley and Tate. She
is handpicked, under questionable circumstances, to perform a
pro bono case in the sweltering Colombian town of
Barrancabermeja. But Barranca is a place where she is not
welcome and events soon conspire against her, pushing her into
a downward spiral of trouble and desperation. She is kidnapped;
arrested; shot at; and chased by the police, the military, a
corrupt government, revolutionary groups, librarians, and
common criminals while civilization seems to crumble around
her. Revolution has come to the small city, threatening the
stability of the whole country. Ellens only help is Alex Heart, the
musician housemate of the gay...
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This is the finest book i have got study right up until now. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never.
Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- K ea nu Johns-- K ea nu Johns

This is the finest book i have read until now. It is filled with wisdom and knowledge You can expect to like just how the
author compose this ebook.
-- Tobin Lesch-- Tobin Lesch
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